SYSTEMATIC SEARCH FOR TRANSITION STATES IN COMPLEX MOLECULES: COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSES OF REGIO- AND STEREOSELECTIVE INTERFLAVAN BOND FORMATION IN FLAVAN-3-OLS
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Abstract – This review describes our recent work on a systematic search for transition states in transformations of complex molecules. The method features a combination of a conformational search method using constrained models to create a large library of transition-state candidates, and subsequent density functional theory (DTF)-based transition state calculations for the candidates. The method is applicable to calculation of transition states for inter- and intramolecular interflavan bond formation in flavan-3-ols to reproduce experimental results for highly regio- and stereoselective C-C bond formation. The specific roles of van der Waals interactions in the transition states can be visualized by NCIPLLOT mapping to show the importance of weak but attractive interactions for selective interflavan bond formation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Quantum chemical calculations are widely used in the field of synthetic organic chemistry, where chemists attempt to discover unique and unexpected structures, determine the reactivity of organic molecules, and predict their applications to natural product synthesis, reaction development, and design and synthesis of organic materials and supramolecules. Computing molecular properties such as preferable geometries, energies, molecular orbitals, and electronic properties provides valuable information to chemists for implementation in theoretical research. The synergetic interplay of synthetic chemistry and computational chemistry is essential for exploring the cutting edge of organic chemistry. Calculation of transition states provides novel insights related to molecular reactivity based on thermodynamic parameters, and thus enables a deeper understanding of reaction pathways. In the field of natural product synthesis, transformation mechanisms including chemo-, regio-, and stereoselective reactions are investigated by computational analysis of transition states to rationalize the formation of products and to design intermediates for key transformations to the target products. The use of computational chemistry in mechanistic studies of transformations mediated by transition metals, organocatalysts, and enzymes is now accepted as a standard approach for the development of new reactions, and further applications to the rational and automatic design of ligands and catalysts has been widely explored.

The application of transition state calculations to the analysis of transformations of highly functionalized molecules is still challenging, despite many successful examples to date, because the search for transition states becomes more difficult as the structure of target molecules becomes complex. Although synthetic chemists are interested in calculating transition states of complex molecules, it may be difficult to perform such calculations without sufficient training. Usually, reaction mechanisms are considered using a simplistic approach involving handwritten structures, so that the intricate behavior of complex molecules is not resolved.

We have previously reported computer-aided mechanistic studies on unique transformations encountered in the total synthesis of natural products. Visualization of the three-dimensional (3D) structures of transition states, and evaluation of favorable pathways by comparison of the energies of competing transition states that lead to different products, has enabled an objective discussion of reaction
mechanisms, and has sometimes revealed the hidden reactivity of synthetic intermediates. On the other hand, calculation of transition states for the reactions of complex molecules, particularly flexible molecules, has not been an easy task, because of the presence of conformational isomers in the transition states. This situation has led us to consider the importance of a simple and systematic transition state search applicable to complex molecules.

Recently, we reported an effective method to search for transition states by targeting regio- and stereoselective interflavan bond formation in flavan-3-ols during the total synthesis of naturally occurring complex flavonoids, the procyanidin B series. This method could provide transition states from a considerable amount of conformationally isomeric transition states that could reproduce the experimental results for inter- and intramolecular interflavan bond formation. In this review, we summarize the transition state search method, and describe mechanistic studies on three types of regio- and stereoselective interflavan bond formation.

2. CONFORMATIONAL EFFECTS ON ENERGY OF TRANSITION STATES

The first task is the creation of an appropriate initial geometry in an input file to, in order to calculate transition states. The goal of the calculation is to find a saddle point starting with an initial geometry. The use of an unsuitable initial geometry will cause the calculation to fail. Therefore, creation of an accurate initial geometry is important for the success of the transition-state calculation. Although highly efficient methods such as anharmonic downward distortion following (ADDF), artificial force-induced reaction (AFIR), nudged elastic band (NEB), and ab-initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) have been employed to find saddle points and the minimum energy path, it is still necessary to perform trial-and-error calculations for large complex molecules.

When a transition state is determined after trial-and-error calculations, it can still be unclear whether the obtained geometry is the lowest-energy transition state among all conformational isomers. Even if the mechanism involved in the target reaction is clear and simple, the possibility of the presence of a more conformationally stable isomeric transition state on the potential energy surface cannot always be ruled out. Unless the transition state with the lowest-energy conformation is obtained, it is unclear whether the energy difference between competing transition states that lead to different products is associated with the difference between the desired and undesired pathways, or with conformational factors.

Figure 1 shows an example of the conformational effect on transition states for the intramolecular Diels-Alder reaction of 1, which provides the 8/6-bicyclic compound 2. Based on the preferred conformations of cyclooctane, two possible transition states can be identified for the cycloaddition when R = H (1a). These adopt the boat-chair and chair-chair forms TS-A and TS-B, respectively, for the formation of an 8-membered ring, and the calculated energy of the two transition states is almost the same.
(ΔΔG = 0.02 kcal/mol). In contrast, if a methyl group is used instead of a H group (R = Me, 1b), a marked difference in the stability of the boat-chair and chair-chair transition states TS-C and TS-D is observed, and the chair-chair transition state TS-D is predominant (ΔΔG = 7.0 kcal/mol). Therefore, to consider the energy barrier for the cycloaddition of 1b, we have to model the chair-chair transition state, because the use of the boat-chair transition state would lead to an incorrect result.

In this simple case, we can easily predict the large energy gap between the boat-chair and chair-chair transition states TS-C and TS-D without any calculations, because there is a clear steric repulsion between axial Me and H groups in the boat-chair form of the 8-membered ring. Therefore, when making an input file, modeling of the boat-chair-like geometry as the initial structure can be avoided for the transition-state calculation, and only the chair-chair-like geometry is modeled to obtain the minimum-energy transition state. On the other hand, when substrates become more complex due to the presence of other substituents, the preferred conformation of the formed ring, i.e., the preferred conformation of the transition state, is unclear. Therefore, a suitable input geometry cannot be found.
In this situation, the transition-state calculations should be coupled with a conformational search for transformations of the complex molecules. An effective means of achieving this is the use of a Monte Carlo method to create a library of initial geometries. A search of the resulting model compounds, based on suitable bond lengths, can generate many conformational isomers that have an appropriate geometry for transition-state calculations, which cannot be determined from the 2D structures of either the reactant or the product. This can provide multiple possible isomeric transition states, and the energetically favorable candidate can then be identified.

3. TRANSITION STATES FOR DIMERIZATION OF FLAVAN-3-OLS

3-1. Studies on Synthesis of Procyanidins by the Saito and Nakajima Group

Flavonoids are a class of plant-derived secondary metabolites, and are common in foods such as fruits, vegetables, and teas. This family exhibits a broad range of bioactivity, including anti-oxidant, anti-inflammatory, and anti-tumor activity; therefore, the dietary intake of food rich in flavonoids is considered to be beneficial to human health. Catechin and epicatechin (a C3-epimer of catechin, Figure 2) are poly-oxygenated flavan-3-ols that serve as monomers of oligomeric flavonoids, referred to as procyanidins. Among the procyanidin family, the procyanidin B series is characterized by a dimeric structure of flavan-3-ols, which are connected by C4-C8′ or C4-C6′ interflavan bonds. The C3-epimeric configurations in the flavan-3-ols and the two types of interflavan bonds diversify the structures of the procyanidin B series to eight isomeric compounds, procyanidins B1-B8, all of which are found in nature (Figure 2). Although the slight structural differences in the procyanidin B series complicate purification from natural sources, stereoselective total synthesis enables the production of pure procyanidins B1-B4, for which anti-oxidant activity has been demonstrated.

The complex structures of the procyanidin B series have inspired synthetic chemists to develop methods for constructing the dimeric structure of flavan-3-ols. Over the past decades, the Saito and Nakajima group has reported a versatile approach to the coupling of flavan-3-ols under Lewis acidic conditions. Scheme 1 illustrates a general view of their synthetic approach. Protected flavan-3-ol 3 is designed as an electrophilic fragment by placing the ethoxyethyl acetal (OEE) leaving group at the C4 position. Thus, Lewis-acid treatment of 3 effectively generates carbocation intermediate 4. A subsequent Friedel-Crafts-type reaction of the A′-aromatic ring in flavan-3-ol 5 as a nucleophilic fragment forms the interflavan bond. This is followed by deprotonative rearomatization from Wheland intermediate 6/8 to deliver the dimeric flavan-3-ols 7/9 as advanced intermediates to produce the procyanidin B series.

To synthesize each isomer of the procyanidin B series by this method, the formation of interflavan bonds should be implemented in a regio- and stereoselective manner. For the synthesis of procyanidins B1-B4, regioselective formation of C4-C8′ bonds is required, while C4-C6′ bonds must be formed for
procyanidins B5-B8. With respect to the C4-stereoselectivity, the newly formed interflavan bonds should be trans to the adjacent C3-hydroxy groups in all cases. Assuming that the final rearomatization is a rapid and irreversible process, C-C bond formation would be the most crucial regio- and stereo-determining step for the selective synthesis of the procyanidins.

The Saito and Nakajima group succeeded in completely controlling the regio- and stereoselectivities of interflavan formation by taking advantage of the poly-oxygenated structures of flavan-3-ols. They employed several protecting groups including Bn, TBS, and acyl groups not only to mask the hydroxy groups, but also to alter the reactivity of the monomers to obtain the desired coupling in an inter- and intramolecular manner, and to achieve the total syntheses of procyanidins B1-B4 and B6, and C4-epi-procyanidin B3.

![Structures of catechin, epicatechin, and procyanidin B series](image)

Figure 2. Structures of catechin, epicatechin, and procyanidin B series
Scheme 1. General mechanism for Lewis acid promoted coupling of flavan-3-ols
3-2. Protocol for a Systematic Searching for Transition States

Regio- and stereoselective interflavan bond formation in flavan-3-ols is expected to be controlled by the steric and electronic biases from the C3 and C3'-stereocenters and multiple functional groups. As for the C4-stereoselectivity, the C3-substituent of electrophile 4 may enforce the nucleophilic approach of 5 from the opposite face to lead to a trans relationship between the C3 and C4-substituents. However, the regioselectivity is not easily rationalized because both the C8' and C6' carbons are equally activated by the two ortho and one para oxygen functionalities, and thus the two positions appear to have similar nucleophilic properties. The steric environment at C6' and C8' also appears similar enough to be indistinguishable.

The difficulty in the identification of the specific reason for the high selectivities from the 2D structures of the complex flavan-3-ol derivatives has provided insight into the importance of the conformational preference of the transition state TS-E/TS-F, whose energy would affect the selectivities for C-C bond formation. This hypothesis led us to perform a computational analysis of the experimentally determined interflavan bond formation results reported by the Saito and Nakajima group, and to develop a method for systematically searching for transition states.

A conformational search using molecular mechanics and geometry optimization with semi-empirical molecular orbital (MO) and density functional theory (DFT) methods was exploited to systematically generate conformational isomers for the transition states. The process flow for the transition-state search used for the analysis of the regio- and stereoselectivities involved in the coupling of flavan-3-ol derivatives is shown in Scheme 2. The first step is to model the target transition states in an appropriate form for the calculations (Step 1). Some substituents (Bn or TBS groups) that are not expected to participate in the reaction are replaced with simpler substituents (H or TMS groups). Although this should be avoided if possible, it leads to a reduction in the computation cost by simplification of the structure of large molecules. The lengths of the C4-C8' and C4-C6' bonds are thus constrained to 2.1 Å. The model is subjected to a Monte Carlo conformational search using molecular mechanics (OPLS3e) to generate a large amount of conformational isomers for the constrained model (Step 2). The conformers with energies within 5 kcal/mol from the minimum value are then selected for the next step of the calculation. The geometries of the conformers are refined by semi-empirical MO calculations (PM6) while keeping the length of the forming bond at 2.1 Å, and identical structures are then removed based on the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) values (Step 3). The obtained geometries are subjected to transition-state calculations by the DFT method (e.g., B3LYP-D3BJ/6-311+G(d,p)-PCM/B3LYP-D3BJ/6-31G(d)-PCM) to generate a library of plausible transition states for C-C bond formation (Step 4). From the superposed structure of the obtained transition states, this procedure is
confirmed to comprehensively cover conformational isomers. The optimized transition states are classified into clusters that lead to possible regio- and diastereoisomers, and the lowest energy conformer in each cluster is defined as the target transition state. The energies of the transition states are then compared to evaluate the most favorable reaction pathway (Step 5).

**Scheme 2. Procedure for systematic search for transition states**

3-3. Transition States for Intermolecular Interflavan Bond Formation in the Catechin Derivatives

In 2002, the Saito and Nakajima group reported the coupling of catechin derivatives 10 and 11. Compound 10 has an OEE leaving group at the C4 position, and the C3-hydroxy group and phenolic hydroxy groups are protected as acetate and benzyl ethers, respectively. The C3-hydroxy group of 11 is unprotected and the other hydroxy groups are protected as benzyl ethers. TMSOTf was used as a Lewis acid at −78 °C to mediate the intermolecular coupling of 10 and 11 to provide 12. The coupling exclusively formed the C4-C8′ interflavan bond, and its regioisomer with the C4-C6′ bond was not observed under the reaction conditions. Furthermore, the C4-stereoselectively was controlled to construct the trans-C3,4 system with a trace amount of the corresponding cis-C3,4-diastereoisomer (dr = >48:1). The obtained 12 was used for the total synthesis of procyanidin B3.
The selective formation of the C4α-C8’ bond over C4β-C8’ and C4-C6’ bonds was examined by a computational evaluation of the transition states. For the calculation, the structures of both 10 and 11 were simplified by replacing the Ph groups of Bn on the A- and A’ rings and the OBN groups on the B- and B’-rings with H atoms. A systematic search of transition states with respect to C4-C8’ and C4-C6’ bond formation successfully identified TS-G, TS-H and TS-I from a total of 233 transition states as the lowest energy transition states that lead to the formation of C4α-C8’, C4β-C8’ and C4α-C6’ bonds, respectively (Figure 3). The energies of the transition states indicate that the formation of C4α-C8’ bonds via TS-G is the most energetically favored pathway from the cationic intermediates, while TS-H and TS-I that lead to the C4-diastereomer and the regioisomer of the product via TS-G, respectively, are destabilized by 2.5 and 3.5 kcal·mol\(^{-1}\) (ΔΔG). This computational outcome reproduces the experimental results in Scheme 3, where only 12 bearing the C4α-C8’ bond is obtained.

The optimum geometry of TS-G has a unique conformation, where two catechin derivatives appear to interact with each other via non-covalent interactions, despite the possible disadvantage of a steric crush. It is well accepted that non-covalent interactions, including attractive and van der Waals interactions involving hydrogen bonding, CH-π and π-π interactions, play an important role in affecting the conformational preference. Therefore, the origins of the stability of TS-G were investigated with a focus on the participation of non-covalent interactions. Although the complex geometry of TS-G complicates the investigation, the use of NCIPLOT, a tool for visualizing non-covalent interactions that contribute to geometry stabilization, allowed the identification of a plausible origin of the low energy. As shown in Figure 4, the NCIPLOT map for TS-G has an extended green surface, which indicates the presence of non-covalent interactions that stabilize the structure. In particular, a clear CH-π interaction between H3 and the A’-ring, and a π-π interaction between the A- and B’-rings, are notable. Several
non-classical hydrogen bonds including C=O···H3 and C5-O···H8' are also observed as green to blue surfaces that contribute to the stabilization of TS-G.

**Figure 3.** Lowest-energy transition states TS-G, TS-H and TS-I from 233 conformational isomers for C4α-C8', C4β-C8' and C4-C6' bond formation, respectively

**Figure 4.** Non-covalent interactions visualized by NCIPLOT for TS-G. The forming bond, hydrogen bonds and π-π interactions are represented as pink, blue and green lines, respectively (left). Blue, green and red surfaces indicate attractive, van der Waals, and repulsive interactions, respectively (right).
3-4. Transition States for Intramolecular Interflavan Bond Formation in 5-Carbon-tethered Flavan-3-ols

The intermolecular approach for various combinations of flavan-3-ols affords the isomeric coupling products at the C3 and C3’ positions, which serve as advanced intermediates that lead to procyanidins B1-B4. On the other hand, the intermolecular reactions generate a considerable amount of trimeric and tetrameric side-products because the nucleophilic properties at the C8-position of the coupled products allow further reaction with the electrophile in situ. To overcome this drawback, an intramolecular approach using tethered flavan-3-ols 13 (catechin + catechin), 15 (catechin + epicatechin), and 17 (epicatechin + catechin) with a 5-carbon diacyl chain was developed (Scheme 4). This strategy successfully led to the formation of the desired dimeric flavan-3-ol products without the undesired polymers. Of interest is that the C4-stereoselectivity in the intramolecular couplings is not exactly the same as that in the intermolecular couplings. A sharp contrast is the reaction of tethered flavan-3-ol 13 providing 14 with the cis-C3,4-disubstituent, a synthetic precursor for naturally occurring C4-epi procyanidin B3, and the coupling of non-tethered flavan-3-ols 10 and 11 affording 12 with the trans-C3,4-disubstituent (Schemes 3 and 4). The diacyl chain alters the C4-stereoselectivity of the coupling, and clearly affects the conformational preference of the transition states, whereas the reactions of 15 and 17 provided products 16 and 18 with the trans-C3,4-disubstituents, which have the same C4-stereoselectivity in the intermolecular couplings of the corresponding flavan-3-ols.
Scheme 4. Intramolecular C4-C8' bond formation for 5-carbon-tethered flavan-3-ols 13, 15 and 17 (Ref. 23)

The systematic search enabled identification of reasonable transition states to reproduce the C4-stereoselectivity for each reaction in Scheme 4. Among several DFT-optimized geometries obtained as models of the transition states for each C-C bond formation from carbocation intermediates, TS-J, TS-K, or TS-L was identified as having the lowest energy. Deprotonative rearomatization after C-C bond formation removes the C8'-stereocenters, so that the cis-C3,4-disubstituent is formed via TS-J and the trans system is formed via TS-K, or TS-L. The higher energy barriers for the other obtained isomeric transition states for each C-C bond indicates no formation of the C4-diastereomers.
Figure 5. Lowest-energy transition states **TS-J**, **TS-K** and **TS-L** from 9, 6, and 7 conformational isomers for three intramolecular C4-C8′ bond formations, and their NICPLOTs. The forming bond, hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interactions are represented as pink, blue and green lines, respectively (middle). Blue, green and red surfaces indicate attractive, van der Waals, and repulsive interactions, respectively (bottom).

The NCIPLOT maps of the transition states **TS-J**, **TS-K** and **TS-L** show that the non-covalent interactions are attributable to the low energy of the geometries. In **TS-J**, a clear lone-pair π interaction between C3-O and the A′-ring is shown as a green surface. This interaction may allow the unique conformation of **TS-J**, where the nucleophile approaches from the same side as the C3-oxygen functional group. Several non-classical hydrogen bonds, particularly emphasized by H3···O=C and H3′···O=C, are included as blue surfaces, which also assist the conformational preference. In **TS-K**, a strong CH-π interaction occurs between H3 and the A′-ring, which would contribute to the preferential approach of the nucleophile from the opposite side of the C3-oxygen. In **TS-K**, a donor-acceptor-like interaction occurs between the C=O at C3 and cationic C4, which is represented as a blue surface. For **TS-L**, the
hydrogen in methylene adjacent to the carbonyl group and the B-ring undergo a strong CH-π interaction, and the other CH-π interactions between H2 and the A’-ring, and the lone-pair π interaction between C7’-O and the A-ring, as well as several hydrogen bonds, are indicated by the green surface.

The transition states for these intramolecular reactions of flavan-3-ols involve multiple van der Waals interactions, which are weak but non-negligible for stabilization of the conformations. Various different interactions occur depending on the 3D structure of the transition states; therefore, the role of weak interactions must be discussed individually for each transition state. The systematic search provides unique 3D structures for the transition states from many candidate conformational isomers, and allows discussion of the specific role of the weak interactions in each case.

3-5. Transition States for Intramolecular Interflavan Bond Formation in 9-Carbon-tethered Catechin Derivatives

The Saito and Nakajima group reported the effect of the diacyl chain, which enables switching of the regioselectivity of the intramolecular coupling of flavan-3-ols from C4-C8’ bond formation to C4-C6’ bond formation. Instead of the 5-carbon diacyl chain connecting the C3 and C3’-hydroxy groups during intramolecular C4-C8’ bond formation, a 9-carbon diacyl chain was employed to connect the C3 and C5’ hydroxy groups to the C4-C6’ interflavan bond (Scheme 5).24 The SnCl4-promoted coupling of 19 provided 20 in 72% yield as a single product without the formation of either its regio- or C4-diastereoisomers, and 20 was then used as an intermediate for the total synthesis of procyanidin B6. This is a notable example of selective C4-C6’ bond formation by the coupling of flavan-3-ols because there have been many reports that the coupling of flavan-3-ols preferably forms C4-C8’ bonds rather than C4-C6’ bonds.28

Scheme 5. Intramolecular C4-C6’ bond formation in 9-carbon tethered catechin derivative 19 (Ref. 24)
The search for transition states in intramolecular reactions is a challenge because the 9-carbon chain is involved in the formation of a large 15-membered ring, which provides a considerable amount of possible conformational isomers. This systematic search successfully identified \textbf{TS-M} as the lowest-energy transition state from 288 states, which led to C4α-C6′ bond formation (Figure 6). To explore the energy difference between C4-C6′ and C4-C8′ bond formation, a further search was performed for transition states that lead to the regioisomer with a C4-C8′ bond to identify \textbf{TS-N} from 79 transition states. The energy of \textbf{TS-N} is higher than that of \textbf{TS-M} (ΔΔ\textit{G} = 2.0 kcal/mol), which demonstrates that C4-C6′ bond formation is a more favorable pathway in the coupling of 19, as seen from the experimental results in Scheme 5.

\textbf{Figure 6.} Lowest-energy transition states \textbf{TS-M} and \textbf{TS-N} from 288 and 79 conformational isomers for intramolecular C4-C6′ and C4-C8′ bond formation, respectively

The green surfaces in the NCIPLOT map for \textbf{TS-M} show multiple CH-π and lone-pair π interactions that contribute to the lowest energy of \textbf{TS-M} (Figure 7). The CH-π interactions between the Me of the axial C3′-acetate with the B-ring, and between H3 and the A′-ring, and the lone-pair π interaction between O7′...
and the A-ring, are clearly evident. Although the two bulky C2'-phenyl and C3'-acetoxy groups are axial, the multiple weak interactions eventually stabilize the unique conformation of TS-M.

![Image of non-covalent interactions of TS-M visualized by NCIPLOT]

**Figure 7.** Non-covalent interactions of TS-M visualized by NCIPLOT. The forming bond and van der Waals interactions are represented as pink and green lines, respectively (left). Blue, green and red surfaces indicate attractive, van der Waals, and repulsive interactions, respectively (right).

### 4. CONCLUSION

In this review, our recent work on the systematic search for transition states and its application to analysis of regio- and stereoselective interflavan bond formation in flavan-3-ols is summarized. The method features a combination of conformational searches of constrained models to create a large library of transition state candidates and DTF-based transition state calculations. Using this procedure, reasonable transition states that reproduce the selectivities during inter- and intramolecular interflavan bond formation reported by the Saito and Nakajima group are obtained. The specific roles of van der Waals interactions in each transition state can be visualized by NCIPLOT mapping to demonstrate the importance of weak interactions for the conformational preference of transition states and selective interflavan bond formation.

Although DFT-based analysis of complex molecules such as those described in this review still requires a large amount of machine time at the current performance level of mainframe computers, we expect that technological advances driven by Moore's law will allow such computations to become routine, not only to gain insight into the reaction mechanisms of large molecules, but also to predict the reactivities of synthetic intermediates involved in the synthesis of natural products. This could enable accurate predictions of appropriate synthetic routes that match the requirements of synthetic chemists, such as shortest target-oriented synthesis, divergent oriented synthesis, and synthesis that utilize original transformations. Along with significant developments in database-driven planning of synthetic routes, 29,30
we consider that further application of the present method based on systematic searches for transition states will be another effective approach toward planning the syntheses of natural products.
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